Electron microscopic studies of transcriptional complexes released from vaccinia cores during RNA-synthesis in vitro: methods for fractionation of transcriptional complexes.
Electron microscopic (EM) and biochemical methods were employed to study the transcriptional complexes present in detergent lysates of vaccinia virus cores actively synthesizing RNA in vitro. When processed and examined in the EM, 14 'transcriptional sites' could be observed on full-length DNA templates. Fractionation of lysates by equilibrium density centrifugation in CsSO4, chromatography on hydroxyapatite columns or by sedimentation in sucrose gradients, allowed isolation of DNA templates associated with transcripts but these manipulations often resulted in fragmentation of the DNA template or promoted the release of transcripts from the template. It is suggested that RNA transcripts remain associated with the template in regions of supercoiling. These regions, in turn, may be maintained by DNA-protein interactions which are compromised as the transcriptional complexes are fractionated and purified.